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Book Descriptions:

Cyrus 8 Vs2 Manual

Control most of the playback functions of your Cyrus streaming unit with a flick or tap of a finger on
your phone or tablet.Company Registration Number 5158466 V.A.T Registration Number 844 4689
89. Hallmark of their design is easy upgrade path and high performance. Und so findet man in
England zahlreiche, rein optisch unscheinbare High End Produkte, welche viele aufgemotzte
Wattboliden im Stile W praktyce. Schweizer Kunden profitieren von einem befristeten
Promotionsrabatt auf Cyrus Streamer. Offering a very very nice CYRUS 6 VS2. Perfect and AS NEW
conditions, purchased from new has been out of the box and used a couple of times, maybe 10 hours
of use in total. Comes with Box, Papers, Seals, Remote, everything in UNUSED UNMARKED AS
NEW conditions. Very nice and good sounding British Amplifier, images talk more than 1000 words,
so check them. Will ship with Express Courier with insurance, with dafe package. Detail and
Specification from Cyrus Website6 vs2 Integrated Amplifier The new Cyrus Integrated 6 vs2
integrated amplifier is a wonderful place to enter the Cyrus range of products. It is the perfect
match for the award winning CD 6s and when partnered by a set of good quality loudspeakers will
provide outstanding musical performance from surprisingly compact components. Because the Cyrus
Integrated 6vs2 is based on the Cyrus Integrated 8 vs2, it can be fully upgraded to the higher
specification model. The new Cyrus Integrated 6 vs2 enjoys the same acoustic characteristic as the
wider family of matching Cyrus components. Because we have engineered the range to be
upgradeable and acoustically setup to match, you can upgrade from the Cyrus integrated 6 vs2 all
the way up to the highest X series in affordable stages as funds and your enthusiasm allow. Our most
affordable integrated amplifier boasts an impressive range of
abilities.http://challendor.com/fckeditor/upload/dual-xd7500-car-stereo-manual.xml

cyrus 8 vs2 review, 1.0, cyrus 8 vs2 review.

Amongst these is the uncanny skill to present a 3D audio picture of the recorded performance, along
with surprisingly powerful dynamics for such a compact amplifier. The Cyrus Integrated 6 vs2
circuitry benefits from most of the development work of its larger sibling Cyrus Integrated 8 vs2.
Although we have accomplished significant savings by installing a smaller power supply in the 6 vs2,
the main boards are almost identical. Once our customers experience a system of this quality they
often consider upgrading to the next level of performance and the Cyrus Integrated 6 vs2 can easily
be upgraded to full Integrated 8vs2 specification by our factory. You simply return your Cyrus
Integrated 6vs2 to our Huntingdon service facility where it is upgraded to full Cyrus Integrated 8
vs2 specification. The charge for this upgrade is only slightly more than the difference in price
between the amps to cover labour and shipping. The amp includes our latest vs2 preamp topology.
Quite a tough task when meeting the expected budget for a 40W amplifier. By scaling down the
massive power supply of the Cyrus Integrated 8 vs2, this brief has been achieved in full with the
Cyrus Integrated 6 vs2 inheriting the power amplifier and power supply design advances, the higher
current output stage, the full complement of selected audiophile components, the soft standby
switching and the advanced thermal management of the Cyrus Integrated 8 vs2. With these
attributes the Cyrus Integrated 6 vs2 is able to deliver remarkable specifications for a 40W
amplifier. The rated 30A peak current capability and 173W peak power into a 1 Ohm load would not
shame an amplifier of double this capacity. In addition, the ambitious Cyrus Integrated 6 vs2 owner
has the further benefit of an upgrade path through full Cyrus Integrated 8 vs2 specification and
beyond, by opting for a Cyrus factory upgrade. Input sensitivity matching is also
included.http://www.haiyang.co.kr/uploaded/dual-xd7500-manual-pdf.xml
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Now appearing in our more affordable models is based on the work achieved with our acclaimed
Virtual Servo preamp, we have further developed this interesting concept to now include the latest
generation of digital volume IC’s, hence vs2. Further refining our vs topology has brought very
worthwhile advances over the previous model. These high efficiency techniques ensure maximum
power transfer from the power supply to the speaker load. New peripheral circuitry for soft standby
switching Electronic standby switching has always been a feature in Cyrus amplifiers. Electronic
switching completely avoids the problems of contact degradation which occur in the speaker relays
used in most other manufacturers designs. As these amplifiers age, the relay contacts degrade and
contact nonlinearity gradually rises, degrading the sound. Secondary benefits are instantaneous
disconnection of the power amplifier from the load if an external fault condition, such as a speaker
shortcircuit, are detected by the control system.Super high amount of views. 0 sold, 1 available.
More Super high amount of views. 0 sold, 1 available. You are the light of the world. It has been
tested and is in full working order. The item is in good cosmetic condition with one small mark
please see photos. It comes with the power supply, remote and the manual. This Cyrus 8VS2
Integrated Amplifier does not include original packaging but has been professionally packaged to
ensure safe delivery to your door. By the home page of Cyrus I dont find a download aera. By
companies such as Crest, Crown or QSC such download aeras for PDF schematics and manuals is
normal practice. I need it for realize interfaces for external separate power supply apart for power
amp, pre amp so as the digital part.However, there are very good reasons why those diagrams are
not published. The reasons are not really for secrecy as many might assume.

The diagrams are not published simply to try and prevent the wholesale destruction of these
amplifiers by iffy technicians and DIY attempts. All, I know there are a few of you out there that
could probably handle repairing one of these amplifiers. However, those few of you are both very
advanced in knowledge and skill working with surface mount components and amplifier design. That
leaves about 98% who can not hope to be successful in this. My own experiences repairing other
peoples messes bears this out, and I have to agree that Cyrus made the correct decision when they
decided not to publish or release these schematics. Most of you know I am normally on the other
side of this argument. However, I also try to make sure people will be successful with these repairs.
In this case, highly doubtful. Personally, I am bound by my agreement with Cyrus that prevents me
from releasing any information that they have sent me. But, I will say one thing. Has anyone out
there tried matching surface mount transistors. I have, and I do. Its a pain in the keester. Something
that needs to be done in servicing to maintain proper operation. Just a glimpse into the world of
proper amplifier servicing as it relates to one built using surface mount components. ChrisThis has
its perils and things to watch for. Now for the really important part you should be prepared for. If
you manage to remove the main PCB, you have created a problem assuming the previous repair was
done right. You must do one of two things now. Either purchase the exact same insulators they are
not cheap and completely clean the mounting area. If you are going to use any other type of
transistor insulator, you must reduce the surface roughness of the mounting area to close to mirror
smooth. This means starting with a course file and working down to a fine file to almost finish. This
ensures a true surface and you must take your time. You will be tired after one side.

http://www.raumboerse-luzern.ch/mieten/ei-electronics-carbon-monoxide-alarm-manual

This is also how I actually do this, so Im not recommending anything that I dont actually do myself.
Once the mounting area is both really smooth and clean, you may mount the outputs as you normally
would using thermal compound not the stuff for computers!. If you are not prepared to do this, do
not open it up. Hearing about someone working on one of these fills me with the same foreboding
that hearing someone attempting to repair a Carver Cube M400 series does. Its a sad moment as
most attempts result in an amplifier that is not repairable any more. ChrisThis is because I get the
illusion after disassy that it is a very simple design through the lot of surface mounted design
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devices. I have repair two devices after performing of bad work though other technican. Would a
service manual existed, this technican men didnt perform such repair try, because of the greater
respect regarded to the actual much more effort of SMD devices than it seems after first look inside.
Mr. Nelson Pass maintains such a download aera. But I suspect a complete another reason why
many small brands dont publish anything of documents and schematics The creating of a good to
understand service manual is very complicated and therefore there are in most cases only first
handcraft drawings, in which this brands ashamed to publish this.This has its perils and things to
watch for. Its a sad moment as most attempts result in an amplifier that is not repairable any more.
Chris Also by the older models I and II the surface roughness of the mounting surface are to large.
But for a reliable prevention of electrical connections between the heatsink surface and the metal
surface of the output power transistor through the insulating material this work must be always
performed in any case. Here an example for a high quality insulators from This is because I get the
illusion after disassy that it is a very simple design through the lot of surface mounted design
devices.

http://halex-group.com/images/canon-slr-1000d-manual.pdf

You will note that I am generally saying the same as you with respect to service information. The
main problem is that pride gets in the way of intelligent thought with most technicians. Ive spend 30
years or so, cleaning up after stupid people who Id swear couldnt fix a batteryswitchlight type
circuit. With these Cyrus products, the circuit may look simple, but the elegance is lost on people
who do not understand how it works. Its the same with most things. I have similar problems when
people decide to repair a Carver product, or even Marantz amps. The elegance is totally lost on most
people, and they therefore make inappropriate choices when servicing these. Now, when you add
the fact that this is mostly surface mount, double sided with plated through holes, that should be
enough to stop people from diving in without a clue. Most Cyrus products I get in after another shop
or person has been in there has lifted and missing traces, and even torn out plating to the other side
of the board. In short, a terrible mess. These issues are not caused by a lack of service information,
its caused by very poor workmanship. Sadly, this is also the norm for most service shops. Now, do
you think for an instant these people are going to match their parts, or even buy them directly from
proper distributors I can tell you the answer simply from observing what has happened in the past.
Its a simple no. Its not in the manual, because you can see this with your eyes. The pro amps you
pointed out are often in even worse condition. They even often are using the same insulators and
thermal compound that was already there. This is of course a job that should never have left the
shop, and yet here they are. The availability of service information will always encourage people to
begin a repair they have no ability to complete. The opposite from what you are saying. How many
pro BGW amps have I seen properly repaired None. Same goes for most other brands.

http://harjac.com/images/canon-sensys-fax-l140-manual.pdf

A repair includes properly adjusting bias and other things that may include protection limits, DC
offset sometimes there is no control and even other currents or voltages like a Carver that are
unique to one brand. Sometimes you have to change component values to make a required
correction or adjustment, and this is the proper way to do this example BGW 750 series for DC
offset, outlined in the manual. Its up to the servicing person to obtain the proper information, and
some of it is expected as normal background info. In other words, things technicians are expected to
know as part of their training. Some manufacturers did put out a manual of information common to
everything, then never repeated it again. As a servicing technician, you can not assume anything. So
this rule, coupled with learning from another, will keep everyone out of trouble. Mr. Nelson Pass
maintains such a download aera.Years ago I would agree without any reservations, but not now. I
have seen how the quality of service people has declined over the years. Its actually very sad. No,
download areas should exist. However, only certified technicians should be able to access to areas.
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The problem as I see it is that as soon as you charge for your work, the person paying should be
assured of your competence. Even if you dont charge anything. For instance, it is possible to create
a shock hazard, even if you didnt intend to do that. Ive had to clean up many situations like this too!
The general quality of service manuals has also declined drastically over the years. Adjustment
procedures have been verbal only!! A very poor business model if you ask me. The other reason are
those companies who believe their product is special and advanced, so its a secret. Most of these are
really common circuits with nothing special about them. John Curls Blowtorch is a great example of
this. The circuit is really basic, nothing to write home about.

But, the magic is in how parts are matched and the actual construction is done. This is commonly
shown when servicing a classic guitar amplifier, an easy way to observe these effects. There is far
more to servicing than a schematic. Really good technicians are worth far more than what the
industry actually pays or consumers can understand. People starting out have the least respect for
how much a good technician actually knows. It shows in their work. ChrisThat is the nature of die
casting heatsink surfaceBy eliminating a machining step, the costs were controlled. If each mounting
surface were to be machined, the overall cost would be much higher for the product. However, this
means a technician must be aware that either the surfaces are brought to normal roughness, or the
same thermal pads are used. No problem, but Id prefer smooth heat sinks as Ive said. I mean, they
certainly could finish these areas, but the cost would be increased a lot. Have you checked the cost
of machining lately. Never forget, they still have to sell these. Perfect but not selling and out of
business doesnt make a whole lot of sense. You can pick at almost any product that exists. At least
they designed their stuff extremely well. The pads Cyrus uses actually flows the first time it gets
warm and provides excellent heat transfer. Once formed, no problem. Now, if you wish to use a
different material for thermal insulators, youll have to smooth the surfaces. I believe I have been
very clear and forthcoming on this. I wish I had a machine that would resurface these castings. But,
I dont. I therefore haul out the files and do the job by hand. I wish they were done, but I can see why
they arent. They had a problem in design. They solved it. What more can you ask. It;s not like they
shipped defective products that fail. In fact, the failure rate is really extremely low on this product
line, save the run of defective transistors. Even then, they did not fail for years after the warranty
was up.

ChrisThis must be the follow 9 versions similare outfit than series III IIIi improved III 5 6 6vs 6vs2
6VSII 7 8 8vs and 8vs2 Who have make this of his own deviceI have stated that this equipment is all
surface mount, save drivers, bias and output transistors. The component placement is very tight on
top of that. I can not agree with the claim that available service information reduces repair attempts.
All my own observations run counter to this, no matter what the brand name on the case. Any
service technician who attempts a repair on an item that the service manual is not available for or
even the schematic, and is complicated, is fighting a losing battle. Even if the unit operates when the
work is done, it will probably not be adjusted correctly. I also know that the factory doesnt
overcharge for their work. Yes, I do understand that there is some pride involved here. There is also
the issue of being told you cant do something that rubs people the wrong way. I have been on both
sides of this issue many times, so I know what you are feeling here. I would not trust the iii
schematic either. Every single time a manufacturer has released service information for unique
products, there has been mass carnage in the field. Then the service depots are overrun with angry
customers and hacked units.The most common issue Ive seen are destroyed PCBs. In other words,
not worth repair. The owners do not like to hear things like that. Its also amazing how many attempt
to hide the fact that someone else worked on it. Like we cant tell. They will deny this sometimes,
even after being shown the evidence. A certain percentage of these people will accuse the service
center of damaging the equipment, anything they can do so they arent stuck with the bill. Im not
saying you are a bad technician at all. What I am saying is that opening the floodgates to the sea of
hackers out there is disastrous. This is an unfortunate fact that created the situation as it is today.



So, you are looking for the entire library. What are you trying to figure out. I can tell you right now
that they will not release the diagrams or manuals. Sorry about that. ChrisBut if there is clearly
described, how difficult work it is repair performing by SMT, then the threshold to do a selfrepair it
would be very large at least by the greatest number of technican guys. I need the complete
schematic in the moment for the Cyrus 5 Cyrus V. I want to create a external power supply much
more better than this one from Cyrus itself. The appropriate resistor replaces in the voltage
amplifier output stage for the new conditions ist a problem, because I have the possibility of CAD
simulation. But a wide range of PCB wires I must cut to create the appropriate interface and without
schematic it is much more difficult than with the concerning schematic. Also very helpful is the
schematic printing of the PCB, both solder side and component side. Such work I have perform
several times by other amps and I know the amount of the increase by sonic quality in all respects.
Therefore I would prefer my own idea, because I have more choice in determining the quality
standards especially concerning the transformers and capacitors.Resources saved on this page
MySQL 15.00% vBulletin Optimisation provided by. Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell
only use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For this no need registration. May be help
you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center.
Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition,
Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on
this page needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If
you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.
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